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DATA AND KNOWLEDGE 
MODELLING AS THE 
METHODOLOGICAL 
FOUNDATION OF 
DIGITAL HUMANITIES

ABSTRACT
Digital humanities is a multidisciplinary field that leverages digital technology and methodologies to explore and 
answer questions pertaining to the humanities. It is a dynamic intersection between the domains of computer 
science and the humanities, promoting innovation, collaboration, and research at the highest levels. However, as 
a relatively young field, the methodological foundations of the digital humanities are still being established. This 
paper seeks to explore the core methodologies that underpin digital humanities.
The modelling of data, information, and knowledge can be considered one of the foundations of digital humanities. 
One of the arguments confirming this is that the development of digital humanities and the development of tech-
nologies in general are the development of ways to formalise and present data and knowledge. Science has come 
a long way from the modelling and computer representation of numbers to generating texts and art on the basis of 
prescribed inputs. With the advent of artificial intelligence, especially machine learning and deep learning tech-
niques, the potential for more sophisticated and nuanced data modelling in the digital humanities has expanded 
significantly, linking computational capabilities with humanistic inquiries in unprecedented ways.
The article considers the periodization, classification, and trends of approaches and methods for modelling data, informa-
tion and knowledge in the humanities. The article provides an overview of existing examples and data models of different 
complexity from various humanities disciplines, including history, linguistics, literary criticism, and cultural studies.

#data modelling, #knowledge representation, #semantic networks, #GPT, #digital history

https://doi.org/10.21096/disegno_2023_1dg

Dinara Gagarina
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INTRODUCTION

The transformation of the humanities through the adoption of 
digital technologies has led to a new age of scholarship. The rap-
idly developing field of digital humanities combines traditional 
humanities disciplines such as history, literature, philosophy, and 
art with computer science, focusing on the use of computational 
tools for the analysis, visualization, and understanding of human 
culture. This confluence of digital tools and humanistic enquiry is 
reshaping how we understand and represent the vast spectrum of 
human experience, particularly in an era of big data and increas-
ing digitisation of all kinds of historical and cultural heritage. 

The term “Digital Humanities” is an umbrella term that covers 
a wide range of activities and disciplines (Gold 2012; Burdick et al. 
2012). Because of its integrative and interdisciplinary nature, the 
field of digital humanities is constantly exploring its methodological 
core and establishing methodological foundations that can guide 
its research, applied projects, and educational endeavours. Many 
scholars have written about the need for a methodological core or 
foundation in digital humanities, as it is a vital part of establishing 
the field’s credibility and facilitating its further development. Two 
notable figures in this conversation are Patrik Svensson and Paul 
Rosenbloom. Svensson’s work deals with the humanities computing 
as a field, considers how the digital humanities could be considered 
a field or a discipline, and discusses methodological commonplaces 
(Svensson 2010). Rosenbloom’s work, on the other hand, engages 
more deeply with the computational aspects of the digital humanities, 
providing a framework for building a multi-level methodology for the 
digital humanities (Rosenbloom 2012).

As one of the fundamental pillars, data and knowledge modelling 
plays a pivotal role in shaping the future of digital humanities. Data 
and knowledge modelling refers to the process of creating structured 
representations of information. These models of fer a framework for 
organising, categorising, and analysing data. In the context of the 
digital humanities, data and knowledge modelling allows for the 
representation of complex concepts, narratives, and relationships 
in a form amenable to computational analysis. The assertion that 
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modelling forms the bedrock of the digital humanities has gained wide 
acceptance (McCarty 2005, Flanders and Jannidis 2015). However, it is still 
a complicated field with many attempts to develop this insight further 
and conceptualize the modelling and its associated characteristics in 
the digital humanities (Jannidis 2018; Ciula et al. 2018).

Recent advancements, including the rise of large language models 
like GPT-3 and the broad adoption of AI techniques, have driven signif-
icant growth in the digital humanities. This growth underscores the 
urgent need to revisit the foundational methodological pillars of digital 
humanities research and its applications. Central to this discourse is 
data and knowledge modelling, a crucial methodology in the field. This 
approach allows for the computational analysis of cultural artifacts 
and dynamics at a large scale but also runs the risk of oversimplifying 
intricate humanistic nuances. Such analyses, especially when incorpo-
rating state-of-the-art tools like BERT for computational text analysis, 
require careful human interpretation and judgment. Moreover, the 
increasing influence of large language models is reshaping knowledge 
representation within the digital humanities. This paper aims to critically 
evaluate these methodologies, emphasising both their capabilities and 
limitations, especially amidst the rapid technological advancements. It 
posits that while these techniques of fer a robust framework for enquiry, 
they mandate ethical application and critical evaluation, a sentiment 
growing in importance due to the swif t progression of AI. Furthermore, 
as AI continues to evolve, fostering discussions both within and outside 
the digital humanities community about its implications becomes 
essential, ensuring that emerging tools align with humanistic values.

THE HUMANITIES AND EVOLUTION OF DATA  
AND KNOWLEDGE MODELLING

The progression of data and knowledge modelling has shown significant 
development over time. Primitive models were of ten rudimentary, 
linear, and devoid of the capacity to represent intricate relationships. 
In contrast, contemporary models are proficient in demonstrating 
a diverse array of relationships, attributes, and entities. Several math-
ematical, computational, and philosophical pioneers, such as Claude 
Shannon, Alan Turing, John von Neumann, Donald Knuth, Marvin 
Minsky, and Judea Pearl, have been formulating theoretical models of 
computers and computing for approximately a century (Shannon 1948; 
Turing 1937; von Neumann 1945; Knuth 1968; Minsky 1986; Pearl 2000). 
Simultaneously, a shif t has occurred in the comprehension of model-
ling and knowledge formalisation within the realm of the humanities. 

In the formation of theoretical and conceptual foundations for 
modelling within the humanities, numerous influential figures have 
emerged, including Johanna Drucker, Willard McCarty, Lev Manovich, 
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Ted Underwood, Manfred Thaller, Peter Doorn, among others (Drucker 
2014; Drucker 2021; Fiormonte et al. 2015; McCarty 2005; McCarty 2018; 
Manovich 2013; Underwood 2019; Thaller 1985; Thaller 2012; Doorn 
2021). For instance, in “Graphesis: Visual Forms of Knowledge Produc-
tion”, Johanna Drucker (2014) emphasized the significance of graphical 
systems in the knowledge production process, thereby addressing the 
challenges and opportunities of modelling humanities data. Similarly, 
in “Humanities Computing” Willard McCarty (2005) underscored the 
methodological implications of data modelling within the humanities, 
providing a theoretical basis for the discipline of the digital humanities.

Noteworthy research has been conducted by pioneers in the digital 
humanities field, spanning the entire scope of the humanities as well 
as specific disciplines such as history, literary criticism, and cultural 
studies. Lev Manovich’s “cultural analytics” demonstrate the potential 
of data modelling in visual culture and art history. Ted Underwood’s 
work showcases the ef ficacy of data modelling in literature. Manfred 
Thaller and Peter Doorn have significantly contributed to the mod-
elling of historical databases and information systems (Doorn 2021; 
Thaller 1985; Thaller 2012). Each of these scholars, with their distinct 
areas of focus and methodologies, has significantly contributed to 
the progression of data and knowledge modelling in the humanities. 

We can broadly segregate the evolution of the formalisation and 
modelling of knowledge within the humanities into four distinct stages.

PRE-DIGITAL AND EARLY DIGITAL PHASES

In the pre-digital and early digital phases, scholarly works in the human-
ities were fundamentally analogue, leaning heavily on written texts, 
artefacts, or oral traditions. Information was typically organised in the 
form of documents, with knowledge predominantly catalogued through 
indices. During this phase, data was primarily unstructured, preserved 
as manuscripts, books, and other physical documents, with knowledge 
representation being largely narrative and qualitative.

Notable instances from this pre-digital era abound across various 
humanities domains. One significant example includes the development 
of extensive catalogues and indices designed to aid scholars in locating 
works within vast collections comprising books, maps, manuscripts, and 
more. Additionally, we can reference various historical atlases seeking 
to represent data visually and spatially.

A seminal early example of digital humanities is the Index Thomisti-
cus project spearheaded by Roberto Busa in the mid-20th century. This 
project, which entailed creating a comprehensive index and concordance 
of the works of Thomas Aquinas and related authors, initially took form 
as a print project before transitioning into a digital medium, thus repre-
senting one of the earliest instances of digital humanities (Busa 1980).
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In this phase, we can also discern preliminary endeavours in data 
modelling, chiefly stemming from early attempts at representing 
numerical data via basic computational techniques. Here we can 
cite the emergence of statistical analyses in disciplines like history 
and sociology, as well as the rise of economic history and historical 
demography as initial examples of digital or mathematical history.  
A notable figure here is Robert Fogel, who shared the 1993 Nobel 
Prize in Economics with Douglass North. Fogel used innovative sta-
tistical techniques to examine the economic impact and efficiency 
of institutions such as railways and slavery, as discussed in his sig-
nificant work “Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro 
Slavery” (Fogel and Engerman 1974), which marked a pivotal point 
in economic history. Despite inciting controversy, Fogel’s method-
ologies further spurred the development of economic analysis in 
historical processes.

DIGITAL PHASE

The digital phase in humanities commenced with the advent of digital 
computers, which enabled the digitisation, storage, and manipulation 
of enormous volumes of data. Fundamental data models such as flat 
files and relational databases gained popularity during this era. The 
introduction of markup languages, including XML and HTML, facilitated 
the encoding of semantics in texts, heralding the digital representation 
and organisation of information (Riley 2017).

Relational, hierarchical, and graph data models emerged as sig-
nificant areas during this phase. As an example, relational databases 
were central to early digital humanities projects such as the Perseus 
Digital Library at Tuf ts University, which aimed to collect and provide 
access to classical texts and artifacts (Mylonas 1993). This project 
utilised relational databases to store and organise information in 
a structured manner, thereby paving the way for more complex digital 
humanities projects.

Other examples of innovative projects during the digital phase 
include the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), which was founded in 1987. 
This initiative developed a standard for encoding machine-readable 
texts in the humanities and social sciences, with a specific emphasis 
on the markup of texts (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard 1994). The 
development of graph models led to the rise of network analysis in the 
digital humanities. An instance of this is the work of Scott Weingart, 
a digital humanities specialist, who applied network analysis to his-
torical studies, thus of fering new insights into historical relationships 
and processes (Weingart 2011). Lastly, projects like Manfred Thaller’s 
(1985) “Beyond Collecting: On the Design and Implementation of CLIO, 
a DBMS for the Historical Sciences” showcased the power of databases 
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and data modelling in digital humanities research. These early pioneers 
laid the groundwork for the sophisticated models and techniques that 
are now commonplace in the field.

SEMANTIC PHASE

The semantic phase of the digital humanities represents a significant 
advancement in data modelling, where the focus shif ts towards cre-
ating intricate representations of knowledge using advanced semantic 
technologies and artificial intelligence. Here, it is the establishment of 
ontologies, semantic networks, and knowledge graphs that have led 
to a more nuanced understanding and depiction of the relationships 
and complex concepts within humanities research.

A seminal work in this phase is the project “Pelagios” led by Leif 
Isaksen, Elton Barker, Rainer Simon, and Pau de Soto. The project 
aims to create a comprehensive semantic graph of ancient places, 
annotated from a vast array of resources spanning multiple millennia 
and languages. It applies semantic web technologies to create an 
interconnected web of historical geographical information (Isaksen 
et al. 2014). In this phase, TEI begins to play more and more increas-
ingly important role. An example of semantic modelling in digital 
humanities is seen in “Prosopographies” and “TEI Guidelines” which 
refer to the development of detailed collections of people, networks, 
and relationships in historical or literary contexts, usually encoded 
in TEI or similar XML-based schemas (McCarty 2004; Romanello et al. 
2013). The TEI Guidelines enable scholars to represent complex textual 
phenomena and their semantics in a standardized way, which is cru-
cial for interoperability and data exchange in the digital humanities 
(Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard 1994). A further pioneering project 
in this phase is the Linked Jazz Project, which uses linked open data 
technologies to uncover relationships between jazz musicians based on 
data extracted from interviews and other documents (Liu and Pattuelli 
2013). This project exemplifies the way semantic web technologies can 
be applied in digital humanities research to uncover and visualize 
complex networks of relationships. Kim et al. (2017) investigate the 
relationship between literary genres and emotional plot development 
comparing dif ferent models that use emotion-related information 
to classify genres of stories with traditional bag-of-words models for 
genre classification. They find that dif ferent genres have dif ferent 
emotional arcs, with some genres showing more uniform emotional 
development than others. In digital history, knowledge graphs and 
semantic web technologies are uncovering new connections between 
historical events and figures (Meroño-Peñuela et al. 2014). Ontologies 
and linked open data help model the complexity of historical rela-
tionships (Ide, 2007). 
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Recent years have seen remarkable advances in data and knowledge 
modelling techniques across various humanities domains. In literary 
analysis, models like BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers) are revolutionising computational text mining 
(Devlin, 2018). Luccioni and Rogers (2023) discuss the use of Large 
Language Models (LLMs) in Natural Language Processing (NLP) re-
search, highlighting the limitations and challenges associated with 
their evaluation and impact on the field. They emphasize the need 
for rigor, transparency, and diversity in research approaches, as well 
as reproducibility and access to resources.

The semantic phase revolutionizes how we understand and inter-
connect data in the digital humanities. It has allowed for the digital 
representation and analysis of complex relationships in the humanities 
in a way that was not possible with previous approaches.

GENERATIVE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PHASE

The utilisation of generative AI and its associated models in the hu-
manities presents revolutionary avenues for exploration and interpre-
tation. Generative AI models, such as OpenAI’s Generative Pretrained 
Transformer (GPT), leverage vast datasets to produce novel content 
that mirrors learned patterns and structures.

The application of generative artificial intelligence and associated 
models within the humanities heralds innovative and thrilling pos-
sibilities for research and interpretation, potentially deepening and 
refining our understanding of human culture and history. In literary 
studies, these models hold potential for style analysis, thematic pattern 
recognition, and new text generation based on training data. Models 
can be trained on texts from a specific author or literary period and 
subsequently generate content that emulates the style and theme of 
the source material (Jockers 2013). Historical research can also benefit 
from generative AI models. They can be employed to analyse and re-
produce historical documents and artifacts. For instance, training these 
models on images of historical documents allows them to generate new 
images mirroring the style and characteristics of the original sources, 
of fering an ef fective method for studying and recreating historical 
contexts and cultures. Cultural studies, too, can leverage generative 
AI for analysing and recreating artistic styles and cultural trends. By 
training models on images of art pieces, new images that emulate the 
style and characteristics of the training data can be generated, proving 
beneficial for researching and analysing artistic styles and cultural 
trends (Elgammal et al. 2017).

Recent large language models like GPT-4 and Claude from Anthropic 
promise to transform knowledge representation and text generation 
within digital humanities domains (Bommasani et al. 2021; Anthropic 
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2023). By learning patterns from vast datasets, these models can 
generate synthetic content mimicking various writing styles. Such 
capabilities allow examining textual attributes at scale, like analysing 
genre conventions or authorial voice across corpora. 

DIGITAL HUMANITIES: METHODOLOGICAL  
FOUNDATIONS AND TASKS

Data and knowledge modelling can be viewed as the fundamental 
methodological basis of the digital humanities, as they enable the 
creation and implementation of computational tools and techniques 
in humanities research (Borgman, 2009). At the heart of these op-
erations is the transformation of humanistic data into a computa-
tional format. This transformation encompasses two main stages: 
data modelling, referring to the conversion of humanities data into 
a computer-processable format, and knowledge modelling, which 
involves organising humanities knowledge into structured formats, 
typically comprising relationships between entities (Kitchin and 
McArdle 2016). These processes underpin a myriad of applications in 
digital humanities, from analysing linguistic patterns in literature to 
charting historical events and tracking cultural trends (McCarty, 2005; 
Rockwell and Sinclair 2016).

As the digital humanities evolve and flourish, the role of data and 
knowledge modelling becomes increasingly vital for several reasons. 

First, data and knowledge modelling significantly foster interdis-
ciplinary research within the digital humanities. By enabling diverse 
data source integration, these models facilitate a comprehensive 
and holistic approach to complex problems. This integration permits 
exploration at the intersection of various fields, thus expanding the 
scope of enquiry and potential discoveries.

Second, data and knowledge modelling contribute immensely to 
the preservation and digitisation of cultural artifacts, thus playing 
a crucial role in safeguarding our cultural heritage. By employing these 
techniques, precious artifacts are preserved and made accessible for 
future generations, ensuring the continuous availability of cultural 
resources for ongoing and future research.

Third, data and knowledge modelling enhance data analysis, 
a critical advantage in digital humanities. Through these techniques, 
scholars can perform comprehensive and scalable data analyses, a feat 
unachievable by traditional, non-digital methods. These advanced 
analyses yield novel insights and discoveries, making data and knowl-
edge modelling powerful tools for unearthing new knowledge in the 
humanities (Manovich 2013).

In essence, data modelling serves as a foundation for the digital 
humanities. It involves converting traditional humanities sources 
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into machine-readable formats, such as texts, databases, or GIS files. 
During this process, information from primary and secondary sources 
is systematically encoded, annotated, and categorized, enabling com-
putational tools to process and analyse it. This methodology facilitates 
the discovery of patterns, correlations, and other significant phenomena 
that may not be discernible through conventional humanities research 
methods (Drucker 2014).

The tools of data modelling play crucial roles in digital humanities, 
including computational analysis, data visualisation, digital archiv-
ing and preservation, and fostering a collaborative and open-source 
approach (Jockers 2013; Manovich 2013; Unsworth 2000; Spiro 2012):

1. Computational analysis: Using computer algorithms, researchers 
can manipulate and analyse large datasets, perform intricate statistical 
analyses, and apply machine learning techniques to identify patterns 
and derive insights. Text analysis, topic modelling, sentiment analysis, 
and network analysis are among the key computational methods 
employed in digital humanities.

2. Data visualisation: Visualisation plays an essential role in the 
digital humanities. Given the human eye’s natural inclination towards 
and swif t processing of visual representations, digital humanities schol-
ars utilize data visualisation techniques to depict their computational 
analysis findings. These visualisations can range from graphs, charts, 
and maps to more sophisticated interactive interfaces, allowing users 
to examine data and findings in depth.

3. Digital archiving and preservation: Digitally preserving cul-
tural and historical artifacts is a vital task in the field of the digital 
humanities. This process entails not just digitising these resources 
but also maintaining them in formats that ensure their longevity and 
accessibility for future research. Ef ficient data and metadata models 
are necessary for these tasks.

4. Collaborative and open-source approach: A foundational method-
ological principle in digital humanities is a commitment to collaboration 
and an open-source ethos. Digital humanities projects of ten involve 
teamwork, with various scholars contributing their unique skills and 
perspectives. Furthermore, many scholars and projects adopt an open-
source approach, sharing their code, data, and findings openly with the 
community. This collaborative spirit promotes greater transparency, 
reproducibility, and knowledge sharing.

Data and knowledge modelling in the humanities is closely re-
lated to the concept of uncertainty. Edmond (2019) suggests several 
measures to address challenges and improve data modelling in the 
humanities. One approach is to focus on interoperability and com-
parative legibility, allowing researchers to f luidly move between 
dif ferent sources and perspectives. This can be achieved by enabling 
the combination and comparison of siloed sources, without losing 
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their context and complexity. Another measure is to incorporate 
fuzzy search capabilities that reduce false negatives and increase 
interrogability. By allowing for more flexible and nuanced searches, 
researchers can navigate the uncertainties and ambiguities inherent 
in humanistic data (Edmond 2019).

THE USE OF MODELLING IN THE DESIGN OF EDUCATIONAL  
PROGRAMS IN DIGITAL HUMANITIES

The integration of modelling in the design of educational programmes 
in digital humanities has substantial potential to revolutionise peda-
gogical approaches, engender critical thinking, and prepare students 
more ef fectively for a digital age. Scholars like Willard McCarty have 
advocated for the incorporation of modelling in digital humanities 
education, arguing that the process of constructing models can en-
hance students’ comprehension of their subject matter (McCarty 2004).

Modelling, which serves as a cornerstone concept in digital human-
ities education, introduces students to the practice of representing 
intricate systems and phenomena in a simplified, structured manner, 
fundamental to much computational analysis. This notion of model-
ling becomes palpable when students engage with work by scholars 
such as Stephen Ramsay, renowned for both his use of modelling in 
his research and his emphasis on its role in pedagogy. His writings 
reflect on teaching computational literacy in the humanities, focusing 
on critical engagement with models (Ramsay 2011).

Moreover, the process of model construction can help students 
foster crucial skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, and 
data literacy. This perspective is of ten associated with scholars like 
Johanna Drucker, who have contributed significantly to the pedagogical 
discourse in digital humanities. Drucker has extensively discussed the 
interpretive aspects of data modelling, and the critical use of visual-
isation and graphical models in humanities education (Drucker 2011).

The use of modelling also promotes a more active, project-oriented 
approach to learning. Instead of passively absorbing information, stu-
dents engage in the creation and testing of models, which can foster 
a deeper understanding and engagement. This concept aligns with the 
contemporary pedagogical theories that emphasise the importance 
of active learning and real-world application of knowledge. In this 
context, the work of scholars like Ted Underwood is notable. Under-
wood is known for his application of machine learning and statistical 
modelling in literary studies and has actively discussed how these 
modelling techniques can be incorporated into digital humanities 
curricula (Underwood 2014).

Lastly, modelling can be applied in structuring the design of the 
curriculum itself. As a model can represent a complex system, it can 
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similarly represent the structure and sequence of an educational 
programme. This perspective can help educators identify gaps in 
the curriculum, logically sequence courses, and ensure that learning 
outcomes are aligned with instructional activities and assessments. 
Elijah Meeks, a digital humanities specialist with a strong focus on data 
visualisation, has written about using these methods in an educational 
context (Meeks 2015).

In our endeavour to develop digital humanities educational pro-
grams, we have conducted extensive experiments between 2016 
and2018 that have confirmed the practical ef fectiveness of utilis-
ing data and data modelling as a foundation for program structure 
(Gagarina, Kornienko 2018). We explored a variety of strategies for 
structuring courses, such as aligning it with dif ferent humanities fields, 
digital humanities sections, methodologies, technologies, sof tware, 
or data types. Across several academic years, we examined two course 
formation approaches: a collaborative method, which involved both 
students and teacher, and a data-centric method. Remarkably, we 
found that the data-centric approach, which built the course around 
dif ferent types of data and its modelling, was more ef fective for stu-
dents, especially for those who had limited exposure to traditional 
humanities disciplines.

The integration of modelling in the design of educational pro-
grammes in digital humanities has substantial potential to endow 
students with a deep understanding of the methods and techniques 
employed in this field, develop critical thinking and problem-solving 
skills, and promote active, project-based learning. Furthermore, it can 
of fer a structured framework for the design of the curriculum itself, 
helping to ensure that it is comprehensive, logical, and aligned with 
learning outcomes.

Incorporating critical data literacy into digital humanities pedagogy 
represents a valuable opportunity to engage students in evaluating 
the implications of data modelling. Curricula can guide students to 
think critically about how selection, cleaning, and transformation of 
data embed certain assumptions and biases. Exercises in identifying 
exclusion or misrepresentation in dataset construction and model 
design help sensitize students to issues of epistemic injustice that 
may be obscured by technical processes (Irgens 2020). Further critical 
engagement involves assessing whose perspectives and narratives are 
privileged in data modelling pipelines, prompting reflection on power 
dynamics and marginalisation (D’Ignazio and Klein 2020). This ties into 
broader ethical questions around consent, access, and control over 
cultural data that students can unpack. Ultimately, cultivating skills to 
decode and interrogate the construction of data models, rather than 
passively accepting their authority, enables students to apply digital 
humanities tools thoughtfully.
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CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS OF DATA MODELLING  
IN THE DIGITAL HUMANITIES

While data and knowledge modelling has been celebrated for its ability 
to structure, simplify and analyse complex systems in digital humanities, 
it is not without criticism. Scholars have pointed out potential issues 
ranging from the risk of oversimplification to the challenge of interpre-
tation, and even ethical concerns around data usage and representation.

One key challenge is managing the complexity inherent in humanities 
data. This involves not only the complexity of the data itself but also the 
complexity of the socio-cultural phenomena it represents. This can be 
mitigated to an extent by adopting robust modelling techniques like 
semantic networks, ontologies, or machine learning models, which can 
handle high-dimensional, interconnected data. However, the challenge 
of adequately representing the intricacies of human experience within 
a model remains an open issue.

Managing complexity refers to the risk of oversimplification, which 
is one of the central concerns of digital humanities. When modelling 
complex phenomena, like social interactions or historical events, the 
process requires an element of abstraction, condensing reality into 
quantifiable parameters. For example, Johanna Drucker (2011) warns 
that this process might lead to overlooking nuances, complexities, and 
outliers, leading to misleading conclusions. 

Ensuring data integrity is another concern. The quality of a model 
depends heavily on the quality of the input data. Unclear, missing, or 
incorrect data can distort the model’s output. Techniques such as data 
cleaning, validation, and redundancy checks can help mitigate this issue, 
but perfect data integrity is rarely achievable, especially when dealing 
with historical or other hard-to-verify data sources.

Further critique emerges around the interpretation of models and 
their outputs. While models can help visualize data and reveal patterns, 
they cannot replace human judgment and critical thinking. David M. 
Berry articulates the necessity for a critical digital humanities, em-
phasising the potential for misinterpretation or manipulation of mod-
el results without proper understanding and contextual knowledge 
(Berry 2014). Techniques such as critical discourse analysis can provide 
systematic approaches to interpretation, but the inherent subjectivity 
of interpretation cannot be entirely eliminated. As Johanna Drucker 
argues, visualizations and models remain constructed representations, 
requiring contextualization (Drucker 2011). Data models cannot replace 
deep humanistic understanding. Similarly, generaliation in data models 
may fail to account for outliers and exceptions requiring close reading 
to identify (Piper 2018). 

Beyond interpretational pitfalls, ethical issues arise in the realm of 
data usage and representation. In dealing with vast datasets, especially 
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those involving personal data, concerns around privacy, consent, and 
potential misuse of data come to the fore. Tara McPherson cautions 
against the racial and gender biases that can be present in coding and 
computational thinking, extending to data and knowledge modelling 
(McPherson 2012). Furthermore, the choice of which data to include 
or exclude in a model can reflect certain biases, which might lead to 
misrepresentation or marginalisation of certain groups or perspectives.

Critiques extend to the digital humanities’ emphasis on quantitative 
methods, perceived by some as favouring scientific methods and the 
so-called “hard” sciences over traditional humanities disciplines, which 
of ten prioritize qualitative analysis and interpretive approaches. This 
concern is vocalized by Alan Liu, who contends that the critical cultural 
interpretation essential to the humanities should not be overshadowed 
by computational methods (Liu 2012).

While data modelling facilitates new research capabilities, it also 
warrants careful examination given its potential limitations. Scholars 
have argued computational techniques carry inherent biases that can 
propagate through data modelling pipelines (Benthall, Haynes 2019). 
Models trained on biased datasets may amplify distortive assumptions. 
Even in the absence of explicit biases, researchers caution that data 
models risk perpetrating “epistemic injustice” by flattening complex 
humanistic phenomena (Noble 2018). Generative text also risks per-
petrating harmful biases embedded in training data. Models may 
reproduce stereotypical tropes or skew aggregate style representations 
towards overrepresented groups (Manela 2021). This necessitates 
critical assessment of model-generated content as constructed output 
requiring contextual interpretation. Ethical implications arise with text 
generation. Large language models trained on copyrighted data raise 
legal questions around creative ownership. Their ability to automate 
written content also warrants considering ef fects on human creativity 
and scholarship. Such models currently function as assistants, not 
autonomous creators or experts. Still, their interpretive limitations 
mean humanists must continue close reading, contextual analysis 
and cultivation of wisdom. By spurring critical discourse about AI’s 
capacities and biases, large language models like GPT-4 demonstrate 
how digital humanities must guide emerging technologies towards 
ethical application in humanities enquiries. Other ethical concerns 
involve privacy, consent, and appropriate use of cultural data. Digital 
humanities research drawing on large datasets of personal informa-
tion needs to implement safeguards around individual privacy and 
autonomy. As entities like archives and libraries digitise materials at 
scale, they must consider thorny issues around public access versus 
consent, as with indigenous community materials (Christen 2015).

Berry et al. (2019) argue that the digital humanities of ten takes 
a “signal processing” approach to cultural heritage, focusing on extract-
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ing and manipulating data/signals while neglecting symbolic meaning 
and interpretation. This risks flattening complex phenomena into 
quantitative parameters and prioritising computation over humanistic 
interpretation. Data modelling enables new discoveries but should not 
lead to “signal processing” at the expense of humanistic questioning, 
ethics and symbolic understanding. Computational techniques require 
thoughtful application and decoding.

In summary, while there are methodologies and techniques that 
can help address some of the challenges associated with data and 
knowledge modelling in digital humanities, other issues, particularly 
those related to representation, bias, and interpretation, remain dif fi-
cult to resolve entirely. These challenges highlight the importance of 
critical, reflective, and ethical practices in digital humanities. Ultimately, 
while enabling computational analysis, data modelling in the digital 
humanities demands a critical lens attending to biases, subjectivity, 
generalization, ethics, and context. Hybrid teams of humanists and 
computer scientists can thoughtfully apply modelling while avoiding 
pitfalls through transparent practices.

CONCLUSION

The methodological foundation of data, information, and knowledge 
modelling is integral to the field of digital humanities. It has not only 
enabled scholars to apply computational tools to humanities research 
but also opened up new avenues for discovery and understanding. 
These models, by providing a structured way to represent and analyse 
humanities data, have made research more systematic, scalable, and 
insightful.

The historical development, contemporary trends, and applications 
of data and knowledge modelling in various humanities disciplines 
attest to their transformative impact on research, analysis, and pres-
ervation of cultural heritage. They have not only served as crucial 
methodological foundations but also unlocked new dimensions of 
insight into the human experience and cultural heritage.

Looking to the future, advancements in artificial intelligence and 
machine learning promise to further enrich the complexity and depth 
of these models. As these technologies continue to evolve, data and 
knowledge modelling will undoubtedly play an increasingly vital role 
in shaping the future of digital humanities, driving new insights and 
understanding in the field.

This examination of data and knowledge modelling elucidates its 
vital yet complex role within digital humanities methodology. Mod-
elling techniques enable computational analysis of cultural artifacts, 
dynamics and relationships at an unprecedented scale. By extracting 
patterns from corpora spanning genres, eras and languages, data 
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models reveal phenomena otherwise invisible to human scrutiny. 
However, as constructive simplifications, they risk flattening nuance 
and exception. Interpreting model outputs necessitates humanistic 
wisdom and scepticism towards generalisation.

Furthermore, employing data modelling in ethical, socially con-
scious ways remains imperative given dangers of perpetrating bias 
and other harms. As the digital humanities continue adopting ad-
vanced techniques like large language models, critical interrogation 
must accompany technical innovation. Ongoing progress will create 
immense opportunities for scholarship, but humanists must steward 
these tools towards expansive, equitable ends.

Ultimately, data and knowledge modelling establishes a framework 
to activate cultural data computationally while upholding principles 
of critical enquiry fundamental to the humanities. It enables asking 
new questions and marshalling new evidence. But humanistic study 
also connotes questioning how models construct reality, probing 
their constraints and biases. By maintaining this spirit of reflective 
application, the digital humanities can leverage data modelling for 
positive transformation while remaining grounded in humanistic 
ethics and understanding.
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